Inspection Checklist

The following is a list of the minimum required inspections to be performed. It is the applicant’s responsibility to notify each inspector 24 hrs. in advance of each required inspection. Building inspections are done Monday – Thursday 9:30-11:00 am and 1:30 – 3:00 pm and Friday 9:30- 11:30 am. Note: These are the minimum inspections required; complex projects may require additional inspections.

1. Footing/keyway and or Steel reinforcement.

2. Concrete slab, vapor barrier and underfloor reinforcement.

3. Foundation, perimeter drain and or damp proofing.

4. Rough electric, Rough plumbing, Rough, gas.

5. Rough Frame, fire stopping, air sealing and or sheet metal.

6. Insulation

7. Final electric, Final plumbing, Final gas, Final fire, Final DPW, Final Assessor

8. Final Building/CO